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ABSTRACT:
and 2009, genera
Social media which is called as edmodo used to tackle the problem because it is an online media. It can help teacher to hold
remedial program whereever and whenever they want. So that, a research was held to the grade X students in the topic
chemical nomenclature. This research is experiment with randomize control group only design.It involve two experiment
clasess which used discussion method and individual learning method respectively. It also involve control class with common
method used by the teacher. The result of the test was analized by one way ANOVA using SPSS program for hypotesis test. It
found that there was a different result of experiment and control classes with Fcalculated>Fcritical that is 3.711>3.63 with p
value 0.047 and an alpha level 0.05.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

There are two curriculums that are used in Indonesia, they are 2013 curriculumdan Kurikulum Tingkat Satuan Pendidikan
(KTSP) which is mean curriculum based educational level. Both curriculum require student to achive minimum criteria of
competences. This criteria is a standar in learning evaluation. When student get mark more than minimum criteria, so they are
pass the exam but when they get mark below the minimum criteria, they must follow remidial program to learn l earning
outcoms which are fail. Student will do retest based on learning outcoms which are fail.
Remidial is a program which is must hold in both curriculums because in these curriculums require mastery learning but in
fact, not all teachers did this progr
Direktorat Pembinaan SMA
ination without any treatment in learning process before.. remedial often not
hold because there is no enough time because this program must do out of school time.
In order to tackle this problem, teacher can use edmodo which is learning social media site that can mediate communication
between teacher and students in remidial program and enrichment virtually. Edmodo ia a learning platform which is free and
safe to use that was designed by
and Nick Borg in 2008 for teacher, student and parent [2]. Display and how to use
edmodo are alike to facebook, so it familiar to Teacher, student and parent when use it. Fitures avalaible are very support
learning especially to remedial and enrichment program becausein this site, teacher can supply learning resources to student,
discuss and communicate with student via chat. Students also can do the same activities, they can share learning resources
and discuss each other. Beside, edmodo provides the fitures which are can support academic need for evaluation such us quiz,
assignment and polling.
Remedial program through edmodo was done by make teacher account first. Teacher made a registration in
www.edmodo.com. After they have an account teacher made groups based on class or others. Each group have a code that
make this site safe for user because only the people who have code can access the group.
After got the group code, student do registration and input the code, so they can join in the group which is created by
teacher. Student can access all learning resource, assignment, quiz, discuss and communicate via edmodo wherever and
whenever they want. Using this way, less time as the problem in do remedial can be tackle.
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2.

THEORY

B. Teaching Learning of Chemistry
Learning is a partof the activity which is involve complex and comprehensive thinking process. Relate to this, cognitive
theory explains that learning is a process to build and guide student to optimalize understanding process about an object [4] .
Understanding process about chemistry can be done by many models, strategies and learning medias.
In learning chemistry, model, strategy and learning medias that are used must suitable to the topic, class condition and
facillites of learning. In this part, teacher play important role in creating effectiveand enjoy learning condition.Teacher must
be able to give them stimulation, motivation and suitable learning method with topic and student characteristics [5]
C. Remedial Program
Generally, remedial program is a help for student who have difficulties in learning. Based on appendix IV the Regulation of
Indonesian minister of education and Art No 81A in 2013 about curriculum implementation, remedial program consist of two
main steps, they are diagnose learning difficulties and then give treatment
Learning difficulties diagnose after evaluation of learning result by learning result analysis, so teacher will know competency
and learning outcome which are not mastery and then teacher can give suitable treatment that mention as follow
1) Relearning with difference methods and medias if number of students who follow remedial program more than 50%;
2) Individual Leading if number of students who follow remedial program 20% in maximum;
3) Group assigment if number of students who follow remedial program more than 20% but less than 50%;
4) Tutorial with friends
(Appendix IV the Regulation of Indonesian minister of education and Art No 81A in 2013 about curriculum
implementation)
All of remedial treatments are held out of school time. Retest is held after remedial program was held. Retest was done to
evaluate student understanding of learning indicators which were not understand before.
D. Edmodo
Edmodo is a free and safe learning platform which was design by Jeff O' Hara and Nick Borg in the year 2008 for student,
teacher and parent [2]. Interface edmodo is seen as figure 1 below.

Figure1.interface edmodo

Edmodo display is alike to facebook, the purpose is to make user familiar with it because generally students have facebook
account and shows that edmodo is user friendly. The differences between edmodo and other social medias is it is a learning
platform for student, teacher and parent to colaborate, communicate, share knowledge, access assignment and mark. This
statement is support by reaserch result which was stated that all participants showed positive reasons about assigment fitur
in edmodo. Beside, polling application and notification/ share fiturs are the most popular among participants [1].Morover,
majority of participants have the same comment about contribution of edmodo in learning such as enjoyable learning, take
student attention, make Teacher job easier, create efective and orginaze learning and suitable for the student in the next er a
[1]. Beside that benafit, activate online colaborative learning atmosfer gave modern experience which is sharing knowledge
and learning resources in different ways [6]

3.

METHOD
This research is experiment with expended randomize control group only posttest design which is showed as follow.
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TABLE 1: EXPERIMENT DESIGN

Keterangan :
X1 = remedial dengan metode diskusi
X2 = remedial dengan pembelajaran individu
T

= tes ulang yang diberikan pada ketiga kelas sampel pada akhir penelitian.

This research did to the X grade student SMA 3 Padang who are chosen randomly that is X1,X2 and X7 classes. There are two
variable in this research that are discussion method, individual leading adn common remedial methods as independent variable
and retest result as dependen variable.
The reaserch instrument is formative test and retest after remedial program held. The instrument is made by some
processes, they are compose question design, compose test, test analysis and test revision based on analysis .
Remedial program using learning social media edmodo was held by the steps below
1) Coordianate remedial program with the teacher of SMA (Senior High School)
2) Design remedial program as follow

Prepare leraning resources, assignment and quiz to support remedial program
Design and compose formative test
Test and item test Analysis using ANATES Software
Do formative test
Analize firmative test by fill the table of remedial design
Do remedial program through edmodo which is X-2 student using discussion method through edmodo, X-7 student
using individual leading using edmodo and X-1 student using com
9) Do Retest
10) Hypotesis test
Hypotesis tes did using one way ANOVA by SPSS software because data is normal and has homogen variance. The hypotesist
test is to determine efectivity of using learning social media edmodo for remedial program. The statistics test have hypotesis
as follow
Ho : restest result of the students with remedial program using edmodo are the same with the student who do remedial
program commonly
H1 : Retes result of the students who are do remedial program using edmodo are not equal with the students who do remedial
commonly
Ho : = 1= 2
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

H1 :
= 1 2
1=
2 or
Information :
= retest result of the students who are do remedial commonly
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1=
2=

4.

retest result of the students who are do remedial using edmodo with discussion method
retest result of the students who are do remedial using edmodo with individual leading
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

X7 and a student of x1.Tthey have to follow remedial learning which is X2 students with social media of learning edmodo with
discussion method, X7 students with individual learning and X1 student with common method use in that class.
After remedial program, the student did retest and the result was analize using one way ANOVA of SPSS pr ogram because
data is normal and has homogen variance which are seen as follow
TABLE 2: RESULT OF NORMALITY TEST

TABLE 3: RESULT OF HOMOGENITY TEST

Test homogenity of variance did using Levene test with significance hagher than 0,05, that is 0,115, so conclude that variace
is homogen. Because of data is normal and variance is homogen, hypotesisi test did using one way ANOVA with the result is
shown in Tabel 4.
TABLE 4: HYPOTESIS TEST RESULT

Based on Table 4 known that Fcal > Fcrit that is 3,711 > 3,63 with signivicance lower than 0,05 that is 0,047. Based on the
result, conclude that H0 is rejected and H1 is received. It means there is the difference of retest result of student with remedial
program using edmodo and using common method. But, the value of Fcal is nearly to F crit, it means the difference is small
because the student do not do remedial test effectively. It happened because they do not really understand about remedial
program. They think that remedial is the same to retest, so they tend to assume that retest is the more important process
than remedial

5.

CONCLUSION

Based on experiment, conclude that
A. There is difference of retest result of student who did remedial program using learning socila media edmodo by
discussion and individual leading with the retest test result of student who did remedial commonly.
B. There is a problem when doing this research that is student do not really understand about remedial program so they
have less contribution in remedial program. They think remedial as retest not as a process of relearning
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